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and "USB Composite Device" in the "Universal Serial Bus Controllers" section. Unfortunately, I could not find any active language support or a description of its interface on the site (I canâ€™t even find anything worthwhile under the licenses for the BiMax software). But if someone needs device diagnostics, it is enough to ask the author a question
by e-mail. In his recently published article on MOOCs.ru analyzing the choice of education platform, Paul McKenzie compares the BM platform (BioMax) and Castle (Castro), which are alternative platforms for primary education. In his opinion, the BEAM platform is much more convenient in terms of using interfaces, and based on the general
availability and focus of educational courses (this platform also allows you to create distance courses based on "live" lectures, conduct projects and tests to assess knowledge in subjects), the platform "Castle" is of lesser importance. The basic course "B-M" and "Ka-Stol" are almost identical. The main difference is that Castel offers not only a
curriculum, but also a comprehensive base for a comprehensive study of the humanities and social sciences: literature, journalism, language, history, economics, art history, mathematics, natural sciences, law. "Beam" is somewhat simpler, in a sense, and more suitable for training courses. But then the problems begin. "Biemask" - a platform for the
implementation of the pedagogical process - offers only entry-level training courses. At the same time, the Castel platform, which claims to teach students from schools - universal and technical - teaching computer literacy, programming languages â€‹â€‹and other disciplines, offers a line of courses at a higher level. Thus, after all, the platform
"Leader" turns out to be preferable in terms of pedagogical parameters. After studying at Biamax, you can continue your studies at Leaders. Is there a relationship between learning and performance? Of course have. "Leaders", like "BiAz", use "logic cubes" for programming and use the virtual world system for training using virtual reality. But there are
also examples to the contrary."Honest Pi" tries to find some basic platform for the training course, but it does not always work out. On the Internet you can find paid and free courses in Bizzmo
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